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right State senior
point guard Reggie
Arceneaux faced adversity
before even setting foot on
WSU’s campus, and he set a
milestone while fighting an injury this season.
Arceneaux’s journey to
Wright State included being
displaced from New Orleans
after Hurricane Katrina. He
and his family relocated to
Arkansas and later to North
Carolina, where Arceneaux
played at Olympic High School
in Charlotte.
Arceneaux’s offer from
Wright State was sparked
from playing in a high school
game against a team coached
by a friend of WSU head coach
Billy Donlon. The coach of the
opposition sent Donlon film of
Arceneaux, and an offer was
made from there.
Over the course of the year,
Arceneaux has dealt with a
foot injury, but being relocated with his family and losing
everything does not compare
to that, according Donlon.

“Having all that taken away
from them in a natural catastrophe and starting their
lives over in Charlotte, I would
imagine with Reggie that the
things we’ve gone through
this year compared to that are
minimal,” Donlon said.
Arceneaux’s toughness and
confidence has guided him
through his struggles this season, according to Donlon.
“Reggie is playing through
some serious stuff and he is
giving us everything he has
got,” Donlon said. “There are
times in the game where it
impacts him, but he is fighting
hard his senior year.”
Arceneaux has played from
the bench several times this
season after having a more defined starting role in the past.
“I’ll do whatever is necessary for the team to win if I
have to come off the bench or
start. It’s really only coach’s
decision, but whatever he decides, I trust the decision. We
go with it from there,” Arceneaux said.
Arceneaux hit a major career
milestone in the Raider record
books, scoring his 1,000th
point on Feb. 7 at Cleveland

State.
“A lot of players have come
through here and played basketball, and to be one of the
(29) people to do it speaks
volumes,” Arceneaux said.
Hitting the 1,000-point
mark says a lot about Arceneaux’s career as a whole, according to Donlon.
“I’m really happy he got to
1,000 points because that is
something you can never take
away and it shows a significant contribution over his career,” Donlon said.
Arceneaux had a role in
some of Wright State’s greatest moments as a team, including a buzzer beater to advance to the Horizon League
Championship in 2013. While
these are moments Arceneaux
will not forget, he is looking to
move on from them.
“They are memories to talk
about when it’s all said and
done. You also have to move
on from it because as of now
it doesn’t matter what I did or
what the team did in the past,”
Arceneaux said.
Even in defeat, making backto-back league championship
games speaks to Arceneaux’s

leadership qualities, according to Donlon.
“To go to back-to-back
championship games is really
a point of pride for him to be a
leader those two years and be
tied for the most wins over a
two-year period in the history
of this school. He had a lot to
do with that,” Donlon said.
He will be remembered for
his genuineness and his honesty as well, according to Donlon.
“He’s been incredibly honest
for someone his age since his
freshman year,” Donlon said. I
don’t mean that guys that are
18 are just a bunch of liars.
Reggie tells the truth all the
time on anything.”
While most players remember the game experiences in
their collegiate careers, Arceneaux will remember the
work he put in preparation for
his games.
“For me, it was the offseason and knowing the kind of
work of you put in behind the
scenes that no one gets to see.
The fans, your friends and
your family don’t really (see)
the work we put in behind the
scenes,” Arceneaux said.

2CAMPUS
EVENTS:

Wednesday Feb. 18
• Guest Artist Masterclass: Craig
Knox, Tuba: 9am-10:30am Schuster
Hall, Creative Arts Center
•

•

Career Talks- Interviewing
Techniques to Get Hired: 3:30pm4:30pm 136 Student Union
Men’s basket Ball vs. Oakland:7pm
Nutter Center

Thursday Feb. 19.
• S’mores on Campus: 5pm-7pm
Between Hamilton Hall and the
Student Union
Sat. Feb 21.
• Women’s Basket Ball vs. Oakland:
2pmNutter Center
• Parent’s and Family WeekendMonte Carlo Night: 7pm-10pm
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Classifieds

Photo of the Week

MATTRESSES FOR SALE: Queen Pillow-Top Mattress
Set $149. Twin-Queen Black Diamond Bedroom Groups
$399. Twin-Queen Bed Frames $39. Brand New Overstock Items!!! Call: (937) 668-5111
Dayton Pool Management is now accepting applications and hiring for pool managers, lifeguards and gate
attendants. Please apply online at: www.dayton-pmg.
com/employment/application.
Kennel Assistant – Part Time. Towne and Country Animal Clinic in Fairborn is looking for a kennel assistant.
Must be flexible. Am or Pm shifts Monday – Sunday. Am
Shift: 6am-10am. Pm Shift: 4pm-8pm. Must love animals and be dependable. Applications may be filled out
at: 801 N. Broad Street, Fairborn, Ohio 45324

Your photo could be shown here! Just include
#WSUGUARDIAN to enter and your
Instagram of WSU could be chosen for our next issue.
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OPINION

Chapel Hill shooting
Submitted by Kyle Mercuri
Students Speak!

A

ask.fm/mandyadvice
Dear Mandy,
My bf and I do nothing but argue, but it’s usually
about stupid stuff, nothing serious. I want it to stop
because it’s driving us apart but I don’t know how.
Do you have any tips or advice for me?
-Argumentative
Dear Argumentative,
You need to pick your battles. If he wants to
eat at Red Lobster but you’re set on eating at Chipotle, you need to ask yourself if getting your way
is actually worth the fight. Probably not, right? It
will mean a lot to him if you willingly agree to do the
things he likes sometimes. It will make him feel like
he’s being heard, and he will in turn hear you out.
That being said, nobody likes an argumentative significant other. Having someone constantly
argue with you will totally wear you out. If you’re
serious about your relationship with your boyfriend,
you need to analyze what you’re doing right and
wrong and make the appropriate changes. Don’t
forget, all relationships are give-and-take. Hopefully
your boyfriend will see your sacrificial attitude and
be sacrificial for you. In the meantime, stop picking
fights and be the best girlfriend you can be.
Love,
Mandy

Dear Mandy,
I have a friend who does nothing but manipulate
her friends, and we’re getting tired of it. She’s
always asking us trick questions in order to trip us
up. And she acts like she owns us, but she doesn’t!
I want us to stay friends…but I’m getting tired of
being so defensive. Need a solution fast!
-HELP!
Dear HELP!
Of course you don’t want to be a doormat and
let this friend walk all over you, but on the other hand
you don’t want to lose her altogether. So what’s the
happy medium? Perhaps you should have some time
apart from this friend to let the air cool, or maybe you
could call her out on her manipulation next time she
tries to use you, but do it kindly. The key is to not get
aggressive or angry. Stay calm when confronting her.
Remember, the sooner you say something the sooner
things can change. If you choose to avoid the problem,
it won’t go away!
Love,
Mandy

Disclaimer: Ask Mandy is satirical and intended for
humorous purposes. The views and opinions reflected are
those of Mandy, not The Guardian as an organization.

facebook.com/theguardianonline

middle-aged white man
killed three Muslim college students in Chapel Hill,
NC and not one mainstream
media outlet has covered it.
Rest in peace to the three Chapel WWHill victims who were
killed. This act of open terrorism towards the Muslim
community on American soil
claimed another set of lives,
great lives. The media didn’t
report on this story at all and
I only found out thanks to
obscure online new sources.
When white people are murdered by non-whites, it is an
attack on our human rights
but, when three seemingly
amazing young Muslim adults

are killed in cold blood, it is
not deserving of a Tweet from
those who feed us our news?
And when they finally decided
to speak, it was due to social
pressure and not journalistic
integrity. This is another prime
example of white privilege not
only in this country but in the
world. The media will of course
paint the killer, Craig Hicks(46),
as an ill man who acted out instead of the vicious, racist man
that he is. This deeply saddens
me. I am not Muslim. I do not
come from the same racial background as the victims do but I
stand with them. The fight for
equality spans multiple races,
sexual orientations etc. and we
can not just stay quiet.When
9/11 happened, the entire Muslim population was held under a

microscope, but when a “mentally disturbed” white man kills
three innocent Muslim people,
it is because he is troubled and
we are expected to feel sorry
for him. I’m not asking for protests or a five page essay. Simply give your support and don’t
shy away from the topic. Discuss issues within this country
and present solutions to solve
them. Inequality is something
you should be against, not only
when it benefits your cause. Islamic lives matter, Black lives
matter, we cannot simply keep
denying that racism doesn’t kill
people.
Rest in peace:
Deah Shaddy Barakat, 23,
Yusor Mohammad, 21
Razan Mohammad Abu-Salha, 19.

REVIEW: 50 Shades of Grey

“Mr. Grey will see you now…”
Chase Coe
Contributing Writer
Coe.14@wright.edu

I

went into “50 Shades of
Grey” completely ignorant
of the content within the books.
I heard all sides of the criticism:
That the relationship between
the main characters was abusive, that it was an inaccurate
portrayal of the BDSM (bondage, dominance, sadism and
masochism) community and
that it was just plain ridiculous.
I was eager to form my own
opinion.
Christian Grey (Jamie Dornan) is a manipulative, closedoff, arrogant man. He’s unsure
of his feelings for Anastasia
Steele (Dakota Johnson) but
does not want to lose her, so he
gives her a little bit of himself
just to tease her and keep her
close. However, whenever
she wants more from him, he
returns to hiding in his shell.
It is a mind game in the lowest
form. I have read a lot about
whether “50 Shades of Grey” is
an accurate portrayal of BDSM
and I have concluded that
Grey is an abuser with major
mommy issues who uses BDSM
as a mask to hide how messed
up he really is.
Anastasia Steele’s character
provided the comedic relief for
the film, which was a welcome surprise. Her sarcastic
yet shy personality made me
laugh multiple times especially
contrasting Grey’s serious…
everything. While I loved her
character because I, too, ap@wsuguardian

preciate someone who is fluent
in sarcasm, it seemed like her
character was there to provide
a faux-feminist stance, which
just fell flat on its face. It seems
that the film played women
off as submissive roles for the
gratification of men. That is
precisely what feminism is not.
Oh, and the dialogue! That
horrendous dialogue that tried
to come off as sultry and sexy
but was completely cringe-worthy. I feel bad for Jamie Dornan
because he had almost nothing
to work with while playing Grey
in terms of dialogue. There
were so many times during the
film where he was trying to be
serious and recite these sexy,

exciting lines but they made me
giggle because the script was
just too forced. It is no wonder
they had to cast so many Greys.
If I saw the script, I would’ve
booked it out of there too.
The best part about this film,
of course, was the soundtrack.
If any scenes in this movie
were actually sexy, it was only
because of Beyoncé’s slowed
down remix of “Crazy in Love,”
or maybe also because of
Jamie Dornan’s butt. Let’s be
honest, if you do not see the
film, you just need to buy the
soundtrack. You will be much,
much happier.

courtesy of eonline.com
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NEWS

Diversifying: UCIE looking Campus-wide classroom updates
to improve international to begin this summer
recruitment strategies
Taylor McKinley
News Writer
McKinley.25@wright.edu

T

he University Center
for International Education is looking to diversify
the areas that international
students come from and the
programs they enroll in at
Wright State.
Many Indian students at
Wright State come from just
a few geographic areas, and
they are largely enrolled in
the College of Engineering,
mainly focused on computer
engineering, electrical engineering and computer science as their primary areas
of study.
“In part, that’s a consequence of us being able to
manage the demand that
comes out of India,” said Stephen Foster, associate vice
president for international
affairs. “A lot of the success of
student recruitment comes
from personal contacts. Once
we have initial success, the
institution becomes known
and popular by word of
mouth. Students tell their
family and their friends and
then Wright State becomes
well-known in that particular area. Then it makes it easier to recruit.”
Foster expressed the need
for diversification, comparing the process to an economic portfolio: The more
diversity, the better.
“There is a need to diversify
in other areas. We’re certainly making an effort to recruit
outside of these geographic
areas and to recruit students
into different academic programs,” Foster said.
Foster recognized the results of a recent recruitment
effort in Iraq, announcing
that between 25 and 30 students are now enrolled at
Wright State. In addition,
the university is looking to
recruit from Turkey, South
America and Central America.
International recruitment
is an expensive undertaking
for several reasons, according to Foster.
4
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“You have to market in different parts of the world and
the world is a very big place.
You have to target where
you’re going to market so
that when you have success,
you build on a particular
area,” Foster said.
The types of marketing
done for international recruitment include online
marketing, sending staff to
international
recruitment
fairs and sending faculty and
administrators to travel to
different universities to pursue partnerships.
“We’re constantly looking
for different areas to move
into,” Foster said. “Recruiting international students is
a long-term project. It takes
time to get your university
known in different parts of
the world.”
The international student
population has gone from
700 students to around
1,800 students in the last
few years, with hopes of rising further as a result of the
new strategies that are in
place.

Taylor McKinley
News Writer
McKinley.25@wright.edu

W

right State students
can soon expect to
see new and improved classrooms across campus due to
a $5.3 million state-funded
classroom
modernization
project.
To begin the process of updating classrooms, a study
was done by Woolpert, a
consulting firm, to analyze
classrooms on campus to
have a better idea of what
needs to be improved. An architecture firm, SPGB Architects, was chosen out of 24
candidates to take over the
modernization project.
“If we renovated all the
classrooms on campus,
that’s more money than we
have available,” Thomas
Sudkamp said, WSU’s associate provost. “We’re trying to
prioritize those classrooms
on which ones need it the
most, which ones are used
the most and which ones
have the most effect on students.”
The project is expected to

take two years to complete,
but with scheduling difficulties and other speedbumps
that come with large-scale
projects like these, two years
will still be a tight timeframe.
“We can’t let this interfere
with the instruction of the
students,” said Sudkamp.
“We’re very tight on classrooms, so that comes into
the process too. It’s a big
scheduling challenge to get
all of those pieces together.”
To help combat this, Brad
Bubp, senior facilities planner at Wright State and Sudkamp hope to have a strong
collaboration with the registrar’s office to help with
scheduling concerns while
trying to renovate the classrooms.
Students can expect to see
fairly drastic changes to the
classrooms that will be affected by this project. Some
changes include newer, welldesigned furniture, the latest in technology for teaching, a fresh look and updated
lighting and sound.
“Another thing that’s critical in this process is under-

standing what the classroom of the future will look
like,” said Sudkamp. ”We’ll
be working with the faculty
who will be teaching in them
and asking what technology
they need. As we refurbish,
we don’t want to just fix
what’s there, we want to be
ten years ahead.”
“Even if we don’t have all
the various technologies in
every classroom, we still
want to have the wiring and
the backbone to have that
happen, because as departments change buildings,
you want to be able to add
whatever you need in every
classroom,” Bubp said. “Also,
we know that handicap accessibility and all the things
associated with that are big
issues at Wright State. That’s
one of our points of pride.”
One task Bubp gave to the
architects was for them to
mark down the max number
of student seats in a room
that still allows them all the
handicap access. This is to
ensure full accessibility to all
Wright State students.
The modernization project
is scheduled to begin Summer, 2015.

New information on smoking health from CDC
Olivia Rutherford
News Writer
Rutherford.24@wright.edu

N

ew reports suggest
that those who smoke
cigarettes on a regular basis
are at a higher risk for even
more diseases than originally thought.
According to the Centers
for Disease Control (CDC),
smoking has declined from
about 21 to 18 out of every 100 adults in the last 10
years, which is a decrease of
just over three percent. This
has been part of the substantial effort of non-profit
groups such as The Truth
and The Real Cost.
The Truth, run by the
American Legacy Foundation, released a new campaign in 2014 titled “Finish
It” to suggest that the current
generation of young people
be the ones to end smoking.
www.theguardianonline.com

Although smoking is at
an all-time low, another five
diseases have now been
added to the list of smokingrelated deaths and has risen
that number to account for
an additional 60,000 people
lost to smoking deaths annually. While these problems
can happen through other
means, the chances of someone having to deal with them
increases significantly when
combined with a regular
smoking habit.
Previously, it was thought
that smoking contributed to
the development of 21 different diseases, 12 of which are
cancer and resulted in an annual death count of around
half a million people. When
researchers started noticing
a separate trend in smokers
dying from diseases that had

@wsuguardian

not yet been connected to
This new information
smoking, they sought to find should help when diagnosanswers.
ing diseases to patients who
smoke
and
perhaps
This
study,
by regularly
The
Truth,
run by theperformed
American Legacy Foundation,
released a new
campaign
in 2014
titled “Finish It” to
suggest that the current generation of young people be the ones to end smoking.
the
American Cancer So- continue to help deterring
ciety,
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inan all-time
2000low,and
unhealthy
Although
smoking is at
another people
five diseases from
have now the
been added
to the list of
smoking-related deaths and has risen that number to account for an additional 60,000 people lost to
habit.
continued
through
2011.
smoking deaths annually. While these problems can happen through other means, the chances of
During
the tostudy,
new significantly when combined with a regular smoking habit.
someone having
deal withfive
them increases
medical
problems associated
Previously, it was thought that smoking contributed to the development of 21 different diseases, 12 of
with
smoking
werein an
found.
which are
cancer and resulted
annual death count of around half a million people. When
researchers started noticing a separate trend in smokers dying from diseases that had not yet been
These
conditions
include:
connected to smoking, they sought to find answers.
An increased risk of infecThis study, performed by the American Cancer Society, started in 2000 and continued through 2011.
tion,
kidney and intestinal
During the study, five new medical problems associated with smoking were found. These conditions
include: anand
increased
risk ailments
of infection, kidney
disease
new
to and intestinal disease and new ailments to the heart and
lungs for which were not already accounted.
the
heart and lungs for which
This new
information
should
help when diagnosing diseases to patients who regularly smoke and
were
not
already
accounted.
perhaps continue to help deterring people from the unhealthy habit.

FAST FACTS
ABOUT
SMOKING

Out of 319 million people in the U.S., only 42
million currently smoke.

Surveys have shown that nearly 70 percent
of all current smokers say they want to quit.
Those suffering from smoking addiction can
get FREE help by calling 1-800-QUIT-NOW

Information and statistics provided by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

Graphic by Olivia Rutherford
facebook.com/theguardianonline
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WHITE SPACE
fix it

Campus climate survey
issued in efforts to
prevent sexual assault
on college campuses
Taylor McKinley
News Writer
McKinley.25@wright.edu

R

ecent guidance from
the federal government’s Not Alone campaign,
a program that addresses
sexual assault and sexual
violence on college campuses, has suggested an annual
campus climate survey that
should be implemented to
determine how the campus
population feels about this
issue of sexual violence as
well as how they have been
affected by it.
“Not many other campuses
have done climate surveys
on this particular topic. By
us doing it now, when it’s
not required, we’re getting
ahead of the issue,” said Chris
Taylor, director of community standards and student
conduct.
The university is contracting with a known research
firm in higher education

called eduOutcomes to create a survey specifically for
campus climate on sexual
assault. Wright State is the
ninth institution in the state
to sign on.
The company will compile
the data, tabulate it and give
a report that will not only address the climate on campus
regarding sexual assault, but
will also give a comparison to
other institutions that have
taken the same survey.
“We believe [the survey]
will provide a benefit to give
the campus a better understanding of what the climate
is regarding these issues and
how we can help address it,”
Taylor said.
The survey is anonymous
and will be available for students to take for six weeks.

facebook.com/theguardianonline
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Raider Academic Progress System:
Help students to stay on the Wright
track
Olivia Rutherford
News Writer
Rutherford.24@wright.edu

S

ince its implementation in 2012, the Raider
Academic Progress System
(RAPS) has helped faculty
members and advisors to
track the success of students
with their grades and sometimes attendance.
The overall information
about a student’s progress
at Wright State University
is shown to their advisor to
gage the students’ success
rate. Linda Hockaday, the assistant director at Student
Services, commented on the
information given saying,
“The overview screen includes information on cumulative GPA, D and F grades,
Withdrawals, GPA over time,
credit accumulation overtime and credit completion
rates.”
With Ohio universities being encouraged to remind
students how to finish their
degrees in four years, it has
so far been successful with
helping students along the
way to their degree. “These
are issues that could impact
@wsuguardian

a student’s academic progression and/or degree completion academically and in
terms of financial aid eligibility,” Hockaday said.
Using RAPS has helped
advisors to know which students they need to proactively be reaching out to. The
goal, and so far successfully
met goal, is to get to a student before they failed too
many classes, be sure they
are on track to graduate as
well as encouraging them to
finish their college degree.
So far, there have not been
any complaints against the
use of the program. The
school is looking to make
improvements to the system
that would boost advisor
use. There is also talk about
updating the system to allow students their own view
of the readouts which would
be to encourage students to
be more proactive in analyzing their success. Advisors would still be asked to
keep students aware of their
standing, outside of the student access to RAPS.
When students get a message about their academic

www.theguardianonline.com

standing in their major, many
of them were actually thrilled
to see such initiative and care
from their advisors:
1)
“I was so surprised to
get your email and sincerely
appreciate you contacting
me.”
2)
“I was planning to
email you this week to have
any appointment, so I’m glad
you sent me one first!”
3)
“I am definitely planning on being back in the
Spring. Thanks for checking
on me.”

4)
“Thank
you
Sooooooooo very much for
contacting me! I truly appreciate it!…..Again thank you
for showing such a personal
interest. “
Over 100 colleges and universities are a part of the SSC
and use their own version of
an academic tracking program. While the components
of the system are constantly
evolving, Wright State University is projecting that they
will continue to use RAPS for
many years.
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WRIGHT LIFE

Lunar New Year
Celebration
One of the activities Nguyen said was one of the most
popular with children, to
her bewilderment, was forright State Universitune telling. Nguyen stated
ty’s Asian/Hispanic/
that she couldn’t understand
Native American Center held
“what fifth and sixth graders
a Lunar New Year Celebraneeded a fortune teller for,”
tion, a festival typically held
so she asked the fortune tellin Asian countries like China
er what their questions were
and Vietnam, on Thursday,
one year.
Feb. 12.
“She said. ‘They want to
Due to its orientation to
know whether or not they
the moon, the Lunar New
will pass their tests,’” said
Year celebration is held on
Nguyen.
different dates each year in
To which the fortune teller
Asian countries, according
responded, “You will, if you
to Mai Nguyen, Director of
study hard.”
the Asian/Hispanic/Native
Some of the students from
American Center.
said schools performed dur“It could be anywhere from
ing the celebration. Dayton
late January or mid-FebruRegional STEM schools perary,” Nguyen said. “This year,
formed what they called an
it’s February 19, but we’re
“Ice Age Continental Dance”
celebrating it a week before,
and students
because
“A lot of Americans from Richard
that’s
the
Allen Schools
only
time aren’t aware of culsang two Chithe venue is
tural differences, and nese songs
available.”
called “Happy
The cel- we live in an increasNew
Year”
ebration is
ingly globalized
and “Sorry, My
designed in
world. It would be Chinese is not
part to eduGood.”
cate others beneficial for AmeriThere were
about Asian cans to learn about
also two percultures,
important cultural formances by
which, acthe Yandong
cording to customs held by peoChinese AcroNguyen, is
batic Troupe
ple
of
other
nations.”
why there
as well as two
was a high
cultural quizattendance
zes over Chinese New Year
of 350-400 youngsters from
traditions and Vietnamese
local schools as well as
New Year, also called “Tet,”
schools from Columbus and
traditions respectively.
Cincinnati.
Senior
Organizational
“Our mission is entertainLeadership major, Anthony
ment but it also has to be
Baird, thought that the event
educational,” Nguyen said.
was beneficial for students to
“We’re higher education, we
attend.
want people to walk away
“It sounds like is a good
having learned something
way to learn about the Chinew. We want them to have
nese and Vietnamese New
some knowledge and underYear,” said Baird. “A lot of
standing of the Chinese and
Americans aren’t aware of
Vietnamese community.”
cultural differences, and we
Because of this goal, the
live in an increasingly glochildren in attendance expebalized world. It would be
rienced a plethora of culture
beneficial for Americans to
activities, including arts and
learn about important culcrafts. Children were able to
tural customs held by people
make origami lanterns with
of other nations.”
sheep on them to represent
this year’s zodiac animal.
Adam Ramsey
Features Editor
Ramsey.55@wright.edu
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Smokin’ Bar-B-Que
Adam Ramsey
Features Editor
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

S

mokin’ Bar-B-Que, located at 200 E. Fifth
Street, is a Dayton original
nestled in the Oregon District that creates authentic
Texas barbecue.
Smokin’ Bar-B-Que first
opened their business 14
years ago, but moved locations to what used to be the
White Tower restaurant,
which was built in 1941 according to owner and head
pitman Jim Teal.
Teal learned his trade from
living in Austin, Texas and
competing in barbeque competitions around the nation.
“I did the barbecue cook-off
circuit for five or six years,”
Teal said. “We won the Pasadena cook-off one year. Out
of two hundred contestants
we came in first place.”
From there, Teal went into
business in Austin, in a humble stand similar to where he
operates now.
“I set up a barbecue pit
down on a street corner in
Austin and I had a carry-out
place for a while,” Teal said.

“I catered for the University
of Texas and catered for the
NCAA track and field meet
one year at the University
of Texas. I had a place that
wasn’t much bigger than the
place I’m in now, and it was
small enough that I couldn’t
fit any seating in it.”
Teal spent time in Dayton
opening multiple Wendy’s
locations in the area before
his move to Texas. One of
Teal’s friends asked him to
come back to Dayton and get
into the restaurant business
again, and Teal took him up
on the offer.
Teal described his barbecue as “Texas style.” Texas
style barbeque is when the
meat is applied with a dry rub
and smoked with wood. Teal
promised that his barbeque,
particularly the brisket, is “as
good as or better than” anything found in Texas.
“We’re looking for the tenderest meat and the most
authentic barbecue you can
get,” Teal said. “We want people to have the real thing.”
Smokin’ Bar-B-Que’s menu
consists of an impressive variety of smoked meats and
sandwiches.

Smokin’ BBQ reveals where they prepare their barbeque
@wsuguardian
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“If you try our ham, it’s the
best ham you’ll ever have. I
guarantee it,” Teal said. “It’s
the best turkey you’ll ever
have. I mean, hell, we even
smoke meatloaf here. We
smoke bologna. We smoke
salmon, tilapia, ribs and rib
tips. We do it all.”
The most popular dishes
are the pulled pork and brisket, as well as a Smokin’ BarB-Que original.
“It’s a toss-up between
the brisket and our Smoked
hamburger,” Teal said. “There
might be a few other people
doing smoked hamburgers in
the world but we, I think, invented it. We never heard of
anyone smoking hamburgers
before we did it. It’s without
a doubt one of our most popular items.”
Teal said that the future of
Smokin’ Bar-B-Que doesn’t
hold much aside from a few
new menu items and possibly, a new location.
“Our basics here have remained the same since we’ve
opened,” Teal said. “We just
want to try and do the same
thing over and over again and
make sure we do it right.”
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Emerging Choreographers 2015
Andrea Schaaf
Contributing Writer
Schaaf.14@wright.edu

W

right State dance students debuted their
choreography in the Festival
Playhouse for their “Emerging Choreographers 2015”
concert. The concert showcased the choreography and
talent of five WSU seniors
and 13 juniors, all part of the
university’s dance program.
As seniors, dance majors
Kyle Adam, Mally Reber and
Katie Longshore, have all experienced this once before.
After working towards this
concert last year as juniors,
the students were excited to
being doing it again for their
senior thesis.
“You get full design on the
stage. You get to make your
own costumes, find them
or buy them. The lighting
is all created for you; a lot
of schools don’t let you do
that,” Adam said. “This is really cool that we get to go on

stage and do all of this.”
As well as having such a
wide range of options for
creating their own work,
each student is very involved
in each other’s work, as they
not only choreograph their
own piece but they also
dance in each other’s performances.
“It’s really fun collaborating, it’s so many different
styles, different things going
on,” Adam added. From belly
dancing inspired pieces, to
hip-hop, as well as Longshore’s pirate themed work
and Reber’s focus on aliens,
the concert will showcase a
wide variety of the students
work.
Broken up across two
nights, the concert ran last
Saturday and Sunday, combining the choreographed
pieces of junior and seniors.
“All five seniors go both
nights, and then half of the

WRIGHT LIFE

junior class went on Saturday
with the other half on Sunday,” Longshore said. “There
is a lot of variety, definitely a
lot of ups and downs.”
After spending their senior
year working towards this
concert, the students put a
great deal of their time and
effort into these works.
“There are checkpoints.
We have to show them to the
faculty and get critiqued and
work on it,” Adam said.
The work of these five seniors will be evaluated and
one of their pieces will be
chosen for the Faculty Dance
Concert, which will run from
April 23 through April 26.
With only five seniors in this
class of dancers, they were
all very excited and familiar
with one another’s pieces
heading into the show, optimistic about how their work
would turn out on the stage.

18 stages of studying for midterms
Hannah Hendrix
Contributing Writer
Hendrix.16@wright.edu

1.

You decide this time
you will study ahead
of time. It will be different,
you swear!
First, you let yourself
relax one last time by
watching an episode of your
favorite show on Netflix.
Then you finish the
season, because why
not? You’re going to be studying the rest of the week.
You realize it is now
only days until the
test. And you still don’t have
a clue what’s going on.
Notes, check. Powerpoints, check. Flashcards, check… How do you
even study?
Out of nowhere,
motivation
strikes!
You actually study. So much
studying. Nothing but studying as far as the eye can see.
Soon it’s the day before the test and everything is distracting. Even

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

the carpet pattern is more
interesting than the sentence
you just read 37 times.
Suddenly,
you’re
starving. There’s no
food at home, so you decide
to do some grocery shopping. On a whim, you buy approximately 75 hours of energy and drink them all.
Okay, time to study
again. But first, you
should probably clean your
room. And the kitchen and
bathroom, maybe do some
laundry—dress well, test
well, you know?
Working out
helps you focus,
right?
Tired.
So
tired. You’ll just
take a 20 minute nap and
then review everything one
more time.
You roll over
to see what time
it is, hoping you can sleep for

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
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the Yik Yak
pattywak

five more minutes…
…And you fall
out of bed because
it’s time for the test!
You
think
you’ll do okay, until the professor walks in and
a sense of dread creeps in.
The first page
is easy! You’ve got
this in the bag! But then you
turn the page.
And it might
as well be written
in hieroglyphics or Klingon
or something, because none
of this was even in the study
guide!
Finally, you
turn in the test.
You don’t even care how you
did because now it’s over!
…Until finals
week.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
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WBB: Raiders split
Lee Barker III
Sports Writer
Barker.94@wright.edu

W

right State split its
games last week with a
win on the road at UIC (74-63)
and a loss at Green Bay (61-45).
The game against Green Bay
was a battle between the top
two teams in the conference.
The Raiders were out rebounded by 16 in the game and outscored in the paint by 14. Guard
Courtney Boyd led the Raiders
with 16 points. Guard Tesha
Buck posted a double-double
for the Phoenix with 15 points
and 12 rebounds.
“We’re confident. We just
need to keep on doing what we
do and take care of the task at
hand,” Wright State coach Mike
Bradbury said.
The Raiders bounced back
against UIC in a close game consisting of nine lead changes.
The teams each had 26 points in
the paint and 14 points off turnovers. WSU guard Tay’ler Mingo
led the Raiders with 18 points
and seven assists. Boyd scored
14, Richelle van der Keijl scored
13 and Breanna Stucke scored
12.
UIC Forward Ruvanna
Campbell, the top rebounder in
the conference, grabbed 22 rebounds in the game and scored
19 points.
“I thought we did a really good
job on her (Campbell),” said
Bradbury. “This was a heck of
a win for us (Saturday) against
probably the second most talented team in our league.”
Mingo watch
Mingo had her lowest scoring output of the season against
Green Bay. The Phoenix held
Mingo to just three field goals
and 10 points for the game.
Versus UIC, she gave up seven
turnovers, which is tied for her
season high.
She recovered against UIC

with 18 points and seven assists; 12 of her points came from
the free throw line. Mingo currently leads the Horizon League
in points, steals and assists per
game. Last week, Mingo ranked
sixth in the NCAA in points per
game but after this week, her
average dropped to 22.8, which
could take her out of the top 10.
Her 3.56 steals per game is
among national leaders in the
NCAA.
Up next
The Raiders are now two
games behind Green Bay in
the Horizon League standings
with a record of 8-3. They are
19-6 overall on the season and
will play two more conference
games this week at Cleveland
State and at home against Oakland.
Last time against Cleveland
State, the Raiders won at the
Nutter Center by a score of 8265. Mingo had a double-double
in the game with 31 points, 10
assists and six steals. Van der
Keijl had a career-high 19 points
and eight assists.
The Raiders will travel to
Cleveland on tonight. Tip-off is
at 7 p.m.
Stucke closes in on WSU career games played record
The Raiders will host Oakland at the Nutter Center on
Saturday. This contest will be
Stucke’s 126th career game,
more than any other women’s
basketball player in WSU history.
The Raiders set a scoring
record against a Division I opponent in Oakland earlier in
the season by a score of 10889. Mingo, Abby Jump, Boyd,
Stucke and Tayler Stanton each
scored in double figures. Boyd
scored a team high of 25 points
while Stucke (24pts) and Stanton (15pts) both contributed
double-doubles. Tip-off will be
at 2 p.m.
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Baseball: Raiders unbeaten after
being picked to win league
Lee Barker III
Sports Writer
Baker.94@wright.edu

W

right State’s baseball
team kicked off its
season last week with two
games against Toledo and
one against Belmont. The
Raiders were picked to win
the Horizon League title this
season in the head coaches’
pre-season poll. WSU received five of six first place
votes and had five players
selected to the pre-season All
Horizon League Team.
Senior second baseman
Michael Timm was an AllMideast selection and Horizon League First Team
player last season. He led
the Horizon League with 41
runs scored and 69 hits. He
was also tied for fifth in the
conference in runs batted in
(RBIs) with 38.
Senior pitcher Andrew
Elliot was an All-Mideast selection and Horizon League
Relief Pitch of the year last
season. He ranked third
in the conference with 61
strikeouts on 41.2 innings
pitched with an earned run
average of 0.65.
Sophomore catcher Sean
Murphy was Horizon League
Freshman of the year and
@wsuguardian

second Team All-Horizon
League last season. He was
sixth in the Horizon League
with 35 RBIs and tied with
Joe Ford for the team lead in
stolen bases with 10.
Sophomore
outfielder
Brad Macciocchi was part
of the Horizon League All
Freshman Team last season.
He collected 53 hits and was
tied for second on the team
in walks with 23 giving him
an on base percentage of
.358.
Senior outfielder Andrew McCafferty was third
on the team in RBIs with 33
and total bases with 88.
Off To a 3-0 start
Pitcher Robby Sexton got
the opening day start for the
Raiders against Belmont.
The Raiders won 14-7 as Sexton gave up six hits and five
earned runs in 5.1 innings.
The Raiders recorded a seven-run ninth inning including a pinch hit grand slam by
Derreck Garcia, his first as a
Raider. First baseman Mark
Snyder hit a three-run homer
in the fifth inning and recorded four RBI’s in the game.
Center fielder Mark Fowler
and shortstop Mitch Roman
each collected three hits.
The Raiders beat Toledo
www.theguardianonline.com

twice 8-1 and 7-4 on Feb.
13 and 14. In the first game,
pitcher Jesse Scholtens made
his WSU debut and recorded
nine strikeouts in seven innings and gave up one run
on four hits.
McCafferty
was walked three times in
the game and scored each
time. In the fourth inning
right fielder Ryan Fucci hit
his first homerun as a Raider.
He collected three RBI’s in
the game. In the ninth inning Murphy hit a three-run
homerun to put WSU up by
seven.
The Raiders were down
4-3 going into the bottom of
the eighth inning of the second game. In the next half
inning, Fowler and Murphy
singled then Timm walked
to load the bases for Fucci
who cleared the bases with
a grand slam homerun to put
WSU up 7-4. Fucci collected
three hits and four RBIs in
the game. Pitcher Trevor
Swaney gave up four hits and
two earned runs in seven innings pitched.
Up Next
The Raiders will travel
to Oxford, Miss. for a three
game series against Ole Miss
(2-1) beginning on Friday.
February 18, 2015
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Men’s basketball: Duo’s emergence
not enough to stem losses
Justin Boggs
Sports Editor
Boggs.59@wright.edu

W

ith a depleted roster,
Wright State has seen
the emergence of freshman
Grant Benzinger and junior college transfer center Michael
Karena in recent weeks. Despite
their performances, the Raiders
are in the midst of a five-game
losing streak.
Benzinger scored 45 points
in the last two games and he is
among league leaders in 3-point
shooting. Benzinger scored 22
last Sunday in the Raiders’ 7469 loss to Youngstown State.
Karena scored double figures
in four straight games.
The Raiders’ five game losing
streak began when guard Kendall Griffin had his career ended
by another concussion. At the
time, forwards Steven Davis and
JT Yoho were out with injuries.
Since then, guards Joe Thomasson and Chrishawn Hopkins
were added to the unofficial disabled list with possible concussions.
“We have been right there the
first 35 minutes depending on
the game,” Wright State coach
Billy Donlon said. “Dealing with
what we’re dealing with, if we
can shore a few things up, we’ll
start winning.”
Both of Wright State’s home
losses last week came in contests that WSU had leads late
in the second half after rallying
from double digit deficits.

“Any loss is frustrating, but
these close ones where we
had a chance to pull out and
we didn’t, it makes it extremely
tough to bounce back,” Benzinger said. We’re just ready for
Milwaukee.”
Collie starts
After playing extended minutes for the first time at the
collegiate level last Thursday,
WSU junior walk-on Daniel
Collie made his first ever start
last Sunday. Donlon made the
decision to start Collie versus
Youngstown State after he shut
down UIC’s Paris Burns in the
second half in WSU’s previous
game.
Collie played 23 minutes ver-

“Zach has decided
that he is in a really hard major right
now, and he is just
focusing on his academics,” Donlon said.

sus the Penguins, hitting his
first collegiate 3-pointer.
“He has been here for three
years and I have always trusted
him on defense,” Donlon said.
“He has complete knowledge of
the system and complete faith
in the defensive system and he
is athletic... I felt like he earned
the right to start and I thought

Behind the scenes

Production of live events
Lee Barker III
Sports Writer
Barker.94@wright.edu

T

he process of producing
live television broadcasts
originating from Wright State’s
campus can be stressful, said
productions manager David
Stoneburner.
Wright State provides live
productions for many different
events around the university
including sports, commencements and meetings. Video
streams are available to the
public through WSUTV, ESPN3,
Time Warner (CH 5.105) and
AT&T UVerse (CH 99).
At WSU, live streams are available for sporting events includ10
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ing all home men’s and women’s
basketball games.
“When you’re doing a live production it can be very stressful,”
Stoneburner said. “Live production in many cases is harder
than something that is not live
because I cannot control my
subjects (players).”
According to Stoneburner it
takes eight hours to produce a
men’s basketball game and requires about 10 people working together to put on a good
production. His staff consists of
paid students who get trained
by him and an assistant that
does almost every production
with him.
“For basketball, we’re doing
two productions,” Stoneburner
www.theguardianonline.com

he did some positive things. It
did not surprise.”
Returning soon?
Out out of the injured Raiders,
Donlon said Hopkins is the only
expected to return this week.
Hopkins could potentially return for Wednesday’s game versus Oakland. If he doesn’t play
versus Oakland, he is almost
certain to return by Saturday’s
game at Valparaiso, said Donlon.
“I would say there is a good
chance he’ll play Wednesday,”
Donlon said. “I think Chrishawn
will definitely play Saturday,
but I don’t think anybody else
will be back for the rest of this
week.”
Hopkins and Thomasson
were involved in a car accident
on Feb. 10 near the Wright State
Physicians building. Thomasson
was not wearing a seat belt according to Wright State Police.
Lett go
Taking a redshirt this year,
forward Zach Lett left the program last week. Donlon declined to comment on what
Lett’s future status is with basketball. Lett was brought in as
a walk-on over the summer, as
Donlon planned to redshirt Lett
to let his body mature.
“Zach has decided that he is
in a really hard major right now,
and he is just focusing on his
academics,” Donlon said.
Without Lett, the Raiders will
have five forwards on its roster
next season.

said. “We’re doing the streaming TV production but we’re
also producing everything for
the video boards. There’s a lot
of work in designing the graphics and getting everything ready
for the video boards and scorers
tables.”
The spontaneity of live television keeps Stoneburner and his
staff on their toes.
“One of my problems is that
I’m a terrible speller,” Stoneburner said. “There are many
times when I’m making graphics quicker than I should be
because of time and misspell
something. Then you feel kind
of foolish.”
Sometimes workers do not
show up and adjustments need
to be made to get the same production done with less people.

@wsuguardian

Wright State center
Michael Karena versus
CSU.

“Somebody has to do double
duty and you have to juggle people around,” Stoneburner said.
“I have to evaluate the qualifications of each person because
I can’t always put a person in
a position because they aren’t
quite ready for it yet.”
Stoneburner has been involved in broadcast and live
productions for 27 years. He
has experienced many innovations to the production process
due to technological advancements to cameras and video.
“Eighteen years ago, we didn’t
have a control room at the Nutter Center,” Stoneburner said.
“We had a portable system that
I had to load into a truck for every event. Everything was analog then so we recorded every-
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thing on tape. You had to plan
your editing more because you
don’t have as much flexibility
without a computer editor that
you have today.”
The production crew works
behind the scenes and provides
fans with live streaming and
highlights that are easily accessible through the WSU website. The job can be stressful at
times but Stoneburner enjoys
the challenge and teaching crew
members.
“I like to hear from past crew
members to know that they
were able to get a production
job and the experience they got
here helped them get that job,”
Stoneburner said. “It makes you
feel good.”
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Get on our wait list
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You’ve got a plan–and it doesn’t involve waiting around to get into nursing school. Skip the wait list and
join our nursing program at Hondros College–where you’re a bona fide nursing student from day one.
Find out how you can earn a CCNE–accredited BSN in 3½ years.

Learn more at

StudyatHondros.com/NoWait or stop by your local campus

The better way to become a nurse

Attend our open house on Tuesday, March 3 from 4:30 – 6:30pm at our Fairborn campus
Accreditation and Approvals
College Accreditation: Accredited member, Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and Schools (ACICS), 750 First Street, NE, Suite 980, Washington, DC 20002, (202) 336-6780. RN-BSN Programmatic Accreditation: The online RN-BSN completion program at Hondros College is accredited by the Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education, One Dupont Circle,
NW, Suite 530, Washington, DC 20036, (202) 887-6791. State Approvals for the College: Ohio Board of Nursing (Practical Nursing and Associate Degree in Nursing programs) and Ohio Board of Regents (RN-BSN program). Registered with State Board of Career Colleges and Schools: West Chester 13-09-2027T. Consumer information available at nursing.hondros.edu/
nursingprograms. The Hondros College online RN-BSN program is approved and offered through the Westerville Main Campus, located at 4140 Executive Parkway, Westerville, OH 43081. Hondros College cannot guarantee employment or salary.

Student Organization Budget Comittee (SOBC)
Funding Request Process 2015-2016
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ABC Alphabet Soup
K is for Kittens…and puppies, too.

SISCA provides forever homes for Dayton animals
Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu

S

ICSA (The Society for
the Improvement of
Conditions for Stray Animals) is a no-kill pet adoption agency and has been in
operation in Kettering, Ohio
since 1974, working to find
homes for over 1,400 cats
and dogs each year.
The animals available for
adoption vary from kittens
to elderly dogs looking for
a loving, or “Forever,” home.
Available animals can be
viewed at their Kettering
location, ranging anywhere

from $25 to $216 to adopt,
though pricing varies. The
price includes a veterinary
exam, spay/neutering, microchips and vaccinations.
SISCA annually spays or neuters around 3,500 pets a year.
Kittens are available for
play and hugs in the SICSA
Kitten Clubhouse, where
those interested in adopting
can pet and hold their potential “Forever Friend” before filling out the adoption
paperwork. Adopting should
take around 30 minutes, a
small price to pay for bringing home a new member of
the family. (Kittens can be

viewed online through SICSA’s kitten cam!)
SICSA also offers pet training, spay and neutering,
youth programs and a “Paw
Partners” program, where
volunteers walk the dogs
currently housed at SICSA
for at least thirty minutes a
day. Over 460 volunteers give
their time to SICSA yearly.
More information can
be found on sicsa.org or by
walking into their facility on
Wilmington Pike in Kettering.
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L is for Loan Payment Strategies
Dylan Dohner
Dohner.6@wright.edu
News Editor

A

t Wright State’s main
campus, over 70 percent of incoming freshmen
take out loans to help pay
their way through first year
costs, averaging around
$6,500 to each student. This
means that borrowing at the
freshman amount for a four
year degree will cost a student over $26,000 in overall loan dues. Which isn’t so
bad if you take a look at the
average nationwide student
loan borrower, graduating
this year with $33,000 to account for.
While scholarships and
various refinancing plans
help soften the heavy blow,
sometimes students don’t
have the option to partake in
them. So what can be done?
First, and probably most

Top Tweets

importantly, a student should
figure out how much he or
she owes and the accompanying interest rates.
“I calculated what I was
ultimately going to end up
paying to Wright State fairly
early on,” said Wright State
graduate Darcy Callahan.
“That way, I could put a parameter around what I was
going to have to deal with
rather than let it sneak up on
me. It’s much scarier when
you don’t see it coming.”
Students can visit Raider
Connect, the primary point
of contact for enrollment
services in the university,
and take a look at their Cost
Estimator to grab accurate
representations of what
their loan amounts are going
to look like.
Observe both the amount
borrowed on each loan and
the accompanying interest

rate to prioritize the payoff
order. For example, if you
have two loans at 6 percent
but one has a higher balance,
deal with the bigger one first
since it’s likely costing you
more in interest.
Previous Wright State student Ryan Donathan prefers
to pay loans the opposite
way. “I felt myself making
progress when I went for the
smaller loan first,” Donathan
said. “It was a good momentum and confidence booster
for when the bigger stuff
came.”
Refinancing student loans,
replacing an existing debt
obligation with another debt
obligation under different
and more manageable terms,
may help reduce interest
rates. According to the Mortgage and Refinance Review,
LendingTree is a great resource to aid in refinancing,

ranked number one out of 10
similar companies.
It’s best not to dip into any
retirement or emergency
funds if you have one established. It may be tempting
to flatten out loan debt with
these pools of money, but
then you’re left without the
safety net you’ve constructed. You also don’t want to
rely on credit cards that may
potentially leave you with
higher interest rates. The
goal is always to minimize
the amount of dirt you have
to shovel back into the hole.
You can help budget your
expenses with personal finance tools like Mint.com,
or make excel spreadsheets
that include monthly income,
expenses and where these
monies are meant to be allocated.
Earning money while attending college is one way to

be proactive about keeping
college debt in check. Getting a paid position while
still in school generates some
money that offsets loans and
builds invaluable industryspecific knowledge.
One of the most effective
ways to reduce debt, however, is to plan ahead. Delay
instant monetary gratification and always be looking
forward to future financial
goals. The people who succeed at reducing college
debts are those who live
within their own means and
are conscientious about saving.

